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Woman Around Town 

At Henri Bendel's, Accessories Are Key 
by Veronica Manlow 

Shoppers on Fifth Avenue stop and stare at Henri Bendel's new window that 

proclaims, "I'd Rather Wear Accessories." The stylized mannequin is totally 

outfitted in rhinestone necklaces. 

The statement is dramatic, but so is Henri Bendel's strategy. The Fifth 

Avenue institution , that helped launch the careers of designers like Carlos 

Falchi , Anna Sui , and Todd Oldham, now plans to focus on accessories 

rather than clothing. The first floor is now a treasure trove of accessories, 

beauty, and gifts. There is an elaborate display of hats which seems fitting 

since Henri Bendel himself was a milliner by trade. 

Is Henri Bendel's taking a huge gamble, placing its bet that women will buy into the "accessories are everything" concept? 

Some experts applaud Bendel's move. Fashion is no longer just about clothing says Christine Ho, Editor in Chief of Elle 

Accessories, launched in 2005. Whether it is the "it" bag or designer stilettos "accessories have become the driving force 

behind contemporary fashion ," as the Museum at FIT puts it in announcing a separate division dedicated to the acquisition, 

conservation, and exhibition of accessories. 

less. 

With the economy still on life support , women are not inclined to spend 

lavishly on entire new wardrobes. Accessories capture the current trends in 

fashion , while they don't require as much of an investment. Women are happy 

to update a look with one or two new items. Walk into any luxury store and 

you will see what is up front and center: purses and more reasonably priced 

small leather goods, sunglasses, jewelry, and sometimes even cosmetics and 

perfume. These are the biggest sellers. Once relegated to the back of the 

store, accessories have become the new stars in stores and on the runways 

where they are featured with every outfit. Bendel's first floor is bursting with 

inexpensive jewelery that looks more expensive and will make a statement for 

In some ways accessories can be seen as the icing on the cake, the froth , hype. Many fashion devotees will be disappointed 

that the Henri Bendel's known for its fashion forward sense and dedication to promoting new designers, has now gone post

fashion by el iminating clothing all together. It has reinvented itself as a purveyor of accessories with a Facebook page and a 

Twitter account. 

In fact , clothing only represented 25 percent of Bendel's earnings, according to a May 2009 Women 's Wear Daily article. 

Bendel's is focusing on the other 75 percent, which in marketing is called the "cash cow." Handbags will be the cornerstone 
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to lead the parade. 

of this new empire. Bendel's plans to develop its own HB label. President and 

CEO Ed Bucciarelli said, "The big story is we're turning the store into a 

brand." 

The risk is that Bendel's house brand will be competing in an already crowded 

market. Will the HB logo become a must have? If so, the store wil have a 

winner on its hands and the gamble will pay off. And the store will still offer 

accessories by other designers, thus still giving consumers a choice. 

While the Open-See which launched the careers of several designers will 

remain, according to a press release in April 2009, it seems the end of an era: 

one which nurtured innovation, where unpredictable forces were allowed to 

take shape. 

Will it be replaced by something cold and impersonal, the balance sheet 

almost visible through the trademark brown and white stripes? Longtime 

Henri Bendel's devotees hope not. Accessories may be the segment that 

drives fashion this season and into the future. And Bendel's may be the one 
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